Using Dynamic 99mT c-GSA SPECT/CT fusion images for hepatectomy planning and postoperative liver failure prediction.
Available tools in liver surgery planning rely on the future remnant liver (FRL) volume. Inappropriate decision might be made since the same FRL volume might represent different liver functions depending on the severity of underlying liver damage. This study developed an alternative system to estimate FRL function and to predict the risk of postoperative liver failure. Current study recruited 71 prehepatectomy patients and 71 healthy volunteers. A technetium-99-labelled asialoglycoproteins was given to participants and SPECT was used to capture the intensity of the signal, represented by uptake index (UI). The agreement between preoperative UI values, liver function tests, and Child scores were evaluated. Linear regression was used to evaluate the agreement between predicted UI for FRL and postoperative UI values. Area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC) curve was used to evaluate the discriminative performance of UI in differentiating patient with high risk of liver failure. Preoperative UIs are highly correlated with Child score (P < 0.0001), especially to identify patients with ascites and elevated bilirubin. The predicted UIs were in close agreement with the actual postoperative UI values (r = 0.95 P < 0.001). The AUC analysis indicated that UI values had a high accuracy in predicting the risk of liver failure (AUC = 0.95, P < 0.0001). The best cut-off point was 0.9 and the corresponding sensitivity was 100 % and specificity was 92 %. The new methodology reliably estimates FRL function and predicts the risk of liver failure. It provides a visual aid for liver surgeon in surgery planning and risk assessment.